Abstract---
th of the thickness it is called thick plate. In thick plates the thickness of plate will be large and they are used in the case of highly concentrated loads. Thin and thick plates having same concepts in the theories but the sizes are varying in thickness.
Finite Element method is a technique used for the solution of differential equations. FEM consists of generalization of classical variational i.e. Raleigh-Ritz Method and weightresidual i.e. Galerkin, Least-square. The problems which are defined will be complex and may have different type of boundary conditions in real world, so it is difficult to generate approximation using traditional variation methods.
In FEM the irregular boundaries are represented by the collections of finite elements this makes the solution to be simple. By using interpolation theory, the approximation function can be constructed and hence they are called as interpolation or Piecewise application of weighted-residual and variational methods.
In Classical laminate theory (CLT) it neglects shear deformation in the laminates along thickness like flat structures the CLT fails due to this shear deformation theory is recommended. shear deformation theory (FSDT) is adopted for laminated anisotropic plates for transverse shear deformation.
The ML's (Meshless methods) is one of the numerical based analyses. These help in overcoming the disadvantages of the conventional approaches of Finite element method (FEM). When it comes to the study of mechanics and propagation of cracks, FEM has drawback were as Meshless techniques allow on substitute performance. The aerospace and other industry as a wide field of function with composite laminates as structural components. As compare to isotropic materials, the composite laminates are becoming progressively complicated in such cases these types of materials are studied using Meshless method.
A. Classification of Meshfree Methods

Figure 1: Classification of Meshfree Methods
B. Objective
Aim: The aim of the project is to analyse the laminated composite plates using Meshless method and to study the response of a plate subjected to static loading.
Analysis of Laminated Composite Plates by
Meshless Method using FSDT In classical thin plate theory of analysis, it is assumed that plane sections normal to the undeformed midsurface remain plane and normal to the deformed mid surface after deformation analogous to Bernoulli-Euler theory of bending of beams. 2. As in the Timoshenko theory for analysis of deep beam the shear deformation theories taken as consideration of the transverse shear strain. a. In the order Shear deformation theory, plane sections normal to the undeformed mid surface is assumed to be as remains plane but not normal to deformed mid surface after deformation the displacements taken as linear functions. b. In HSDT plane sections normal to the undeformed mid-surface will not remain plane after deformation i.e. they undergo distortions as shown in the figure. This is because in higher order theories the displacement components are assumed to be in the form of power series like u= A0+A1z+A2z2+.........
3. In CTPT (Classical thin plate theory) as well as shear deformation theory the transverse displacements are assumed to be small and correspondingly the slopes of the tangents to the mid-surface are also assumed to be small. Consequently, the squares of the slopes may be neglected. 4. In situations where transverse displacement can't be taken to be small we have to include terms corresponding to the squares of the slopes in formulating the theories resulting in non-linear differential equation defining the problem. These theories are called large deformation theories.
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B. Classical Thin Plate Theories
The plates are moderately thick which are taken in this work. Hence the use of FSDT & EFGM is used to obtain parameters.
In plane stress only two degree of freedom will be used i.e. in plane stresses & displacements are considered. The matrix…. The equations which are given above holds good only for isotropic materials were as the relationship for orthotropic material is given below. 
C. Plate Theories
Plates must be analyzed as a 3D object, such approach is reasonable in calculation. Some assumptions are made for plates and analyzed as 2D object.
There are 4 categories of plates: 1) Stiff plates 2) Thick plates 3) Moderate thick 4) Membranes
Classical Laminate Theory
Kirchhoff's theory which is applicable to thin plate laminates is called classical laminate theory. The shear and strain components are not taken into account in this theory. This is applicable only for thin plate because of absence of transverse shear. The variations of strain are assumes to be linear along thickness. 
First Order Deformation Theory
In FSDT plate theory the curvature at mid plane and bending shear strains changes and are defined as:
The u, v, w are the displacements of particle in the body x, y & z displacements then the strain is given by: ;
III. MOVING LEAST SQUARE METHOD
A. Moving Least Square Method
The Gauss who is a mathematician developed a method for approximation of curves called "Method of Least Squares "in 1808 AD. The name itself indicates that the trying of the reducing or cut down the errors squares sum. Lancaster and salkauskas formulated moving least square method.
Nayroles et al 1992 used first time meshless method approximations and Bylestchko et al (1994) . This idea was further extended and formulated into Element Free Gelrkin Method. In Meshless Method the assumptions are of series of monomials. These monomials are the unknowns are computed and those squared to minimize the errors at the point. At that point once the approximation is over ML's moved to another point both nodes and gauss points may be taken into consideration. The equations leads to ML's shape functions are listed below: ū= a 1 +a 2 x+a 3 x 2 +………..
B. Weight Functions and Polynomial Basis
In ML's both weight functions and polynomials basis are most important they require more attention, hence these ML's methods are depends on weight function and order is to be seen. From literature we can selected those very easily. Based on weight function we may decide how much importance should give for node in numerical integration. These criteria's should be seen before selecting the function Here are many functions which may be used: In the present work we considered cubic weight function. The number of nodes that must be taken into the domain, which will affect the basis of order. 
C. Element Free Galerkin Method
This method is established by Nayroles et al. This is introduced for the solution of differentials equations. In this method the elements are absent. The main advantage of this method is algorithms can be easily adopted. In case of cracking problems due to the absent of elements, the true crack may be influenced. Where cracks can't be cut through element in the EFGM the cracks can be crosses in between 2 nodes. EFGM have larger convergence rate then the finite element method and completely depends on the weight functions.
D. Numerical Integration
In EFGM numerical integration is used to divide the entire domain in to the simple cells. These are used to define the quadrature points were the coefficient of stiffness may calculate. The support domain of the point is defined by considering gauss integration points. The support domain is defined for a point but the influence domain is defined only for a node
In this work, Meshless shape function is used & the nodal stiffness matrix is obtained.
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